What is it?
Teesside University’s CreatorLab project aims to empower multi-disciplinary connectivity
and creativity in educational design, drawing upon the wealth of knowledge and skills of
stakeholders from across the university to drive the evolution of Future Facing Learning.
Become a CreatorLab Fellow and shape what Education 4.0 looks like for your university

Click here for the video link

Positioning for skills and knowledge for the Fourth Industrial Revolution
You will work collaboratively on
projects that embrace the broad
spectrum of learning activities and
environments, typically
learning and teaching focused and
one that is multidisciplinary
Creativity

Improved confidence in the
knowledge that they have the
ability, skills and resilience with
which to overcome challenges

Your Continued Professional Development is absolutely
vital. There is opportuntiy to gain digital credentials
through our Microsoft Office Certification programme
Cross-disciplinary skills

Research skills

Using a variety of new creative design packages

You will be actively engaged in the project,
within a small team of other CreatorLab
Fellows, taking responsibility and ownership
in the process of improving University
learning and teaching experiences and
processes

Adaptability such as working on
projects outside of familiar subject
areas requiring drawing on past
experience and development of
new skills

Problem Solving

New ways of thinking and collaboration

The combination of using design thinking
methods, with risk management and creativity
gives a unique insight into handling complex
projects with real world impact and influence

The projects encourage
exploration, collaboration
and partnership in
developing high impact
education resources

Focused team working
You will provide design
support for innovative
pedagogic approaches and
environments through the
affordances of digital
technology

Problem finding

Design thinking methodologies

Raising awareness of how new skillset can
be adapted for the changing job sectors and
shaping future thinking

Multidisciplinary working environment

CreatorLab Fellows
The CreatorLab Fellow role is an exciting opportunity available for
Teesside University students to gain digital product development and
project management experience on a real-life learning design project.
The role itself is a short funded student-placement that sees students
working in collaboration with academic staff to co-design high quality digital
learning materials that contribute to the delivery of an outstanding student
and learning experience.

The Role will begin
February 2021 until June 2021
Through the CreatorLab Fellow role students will develop their digital
design skills, working with an authentic learning design project alongside
their normal curricula teaching, learning and assessment processes.
Each CreatorLab Fellow role will require the completion of 16 hours of mandatory
work, which are mandatory business and legal training courses, induction to the role, and
writing a final reflective report to encapsulate your learning journey at the end of the
project.
The projects themselves have an allowance of up to 42 hours per CreatorLab Fellow
allocated to completing the project.
“Taking
on this role has taught me how to
work with diverse peoples, which turned to teach me
an amazing work ethics with the experience in working in an agile
environment, coupled with an outstanding interpersonal communication
with stake holder skills which helps me to communicate effectively, plus the
abilities to work individually as well as in a team, and being flexible, confident, and
finally, it has also given me the enthusiasm to take on challenging task as well as
helped me discover more of myself with a problem solving skills, I believe
moving forward I will be able to execute every task given”
– CL Fellow

CreatorLab Fellows will be paid at an hourly rate of £10.72 with the
hours spread between February 2021 to June 2021

